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Abstract. Deformations of the infinite N limit of the Zamolodchikov WN algebra
are discussed. A recent one, due to Pope, Romans and Shen with non-zero central
extensions for every conformal spin is shown to be formally renormalisable to one
representable in Moyal bracket form. Another deformation is discovered which,
like the algebra of Pope et al. possesses automatic closure, but has non-zero central
extension only in the Virasoro subalgebra.

In recent months there has been a great deal of interest in infinite-dimensional
algebras which represent area preserving diffeomorphisms of various two-
dimensional manifolds [1-3]. These algebras all possess a Poisson structure, and it
is a current topic of great activity to extend these considerations to deformations of
this Poisson structure. For example, the well-known Moyal bracket deformation
was resurrected in the context of the algebra describing area preserving maps on a
torus [2] as a means of relating this to the algebra oϊSU(N) as JV-» oo. The idea was
to replaced the structure constants of the algebra

[Lh m, L κ J = (mk - nj)Lj+k,m+n + (aj + brrήδj+κ oδm+π> 0 (1 a)
by

lKj>m,Kk>J = jsmλ(mk-nj)Kj+kfm+n + {aj + bm)δj+ (lb)

The structure function which arises here is just a special case of the Moyal bracket
[4] (see also [1]), acting on functions /, g of x, y9 which is given by

(2)

2 p /2z?+l\

sin(A{/,g})= Σ (-1)P7^—n7 Σ i-m ΐ )
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The Moyal bracket algebra is given by [2]

[Kf,Kg-] = iK(sinλlf,g]), (3a)
where

. (3b)

The above construction of Kf is to be interpreted as the formal Taylor expansion
oί%f(x — iλdy9 y + iλdx) in powers of the partial derivatives, which are assumed to
act on functions on the right; i.e.

The substitution f(x, y) = λ expi(mx +jy), g(x, y) = λ expi(nx + ky) yields Eq. (1); the
substitution f(x, y) = xm+ίyi+1, g(x, y) = χn+1yk+ί gives the algebra of Bender and
Dunne [5] and we shall provide further examples later. In a similar manner the
Poisson bracket algebra

f Lf(χ, y)' L9(χ, >J = L{f, 9) > ( 4 a )
where

Lf=(dj)dy-(dyf)dx (4b)
and

{f,g} = (dxf)(δyg)-(dxg)(dyf), (4c)

describes area preserving maps on the torus T2 for the first of these substitutions,
on the plane R2 for the second and on the cylinder C1 xRι with the substitution
f(x,y) = Qxp(mx)yj~\ g(x,y) = exp(nx)yk~ι giving the algebra:

=((k- l)m-(j- \)ή)w{ilk

n-
2), (5)

which Bakas [6] found as the JV->oo limit of the Zamolodchikov WN algebras [7].
In general WN which describes the Virasoro algebra coupled to a set of generators
of conformal spins ^ N is not an infinite Lie algebra, except for N = 0 and N = oo.

In the course of this article, as if often the case in working with Jacobi identifies
for infinite algebras, and redefinitions of generators, it is not easy to find an analytic
proof of solutions claimed on the basis of algebraic computer calculations
performed to high order (here using REDUCE), so it is more accurate to describe
our "solutions" as conjectures in many cases.

Pope, Romans, and Shen [8-10] have recently produced a very interesting
series of papers in which they construct a deformation of the w^ algebra. We shall
examine in detail the structure of their algebra and produce an alternative
solution, which has a nontrivial central term only in the Virasoro subalgebra, while
theirs has one for all conformal spins. A natural question concerns the uniqueness
of such deformations; we consider redefinitions of the generators which effect
renormalisations of these algebras. We follow their convention of referring to the
algebra (5) as w^, and to the deformation of Pope et al. as W^. They construct a
deformation analogous to the Moyal (sine bracket) deformation (2) of the Poisson
algebra (4c). They require an algebra of the following form, with nontrivial central
terms of the form

s = rl±ii

ίVlK]= Σ q2pgfP(m,n)ViXk

n-
2>> + q2Jc](m)δJ kδm+n,0. (6)

0
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It is important to stress that in the above;, fc^O and the terms on the right-hand
side of (5) terminate with either V£+n or V®+n according to whether (j + k) is odd or
even. They discover that the structure constants gj2P(m, ή) factorize as follows (with
a slight change of normalisation as compared to [8]);

gik

P(m,n) = φj

2

k

pNik

p(m,n) (7)
with

Λ* = v π (2/-3)(2/ + l)(2p-2f + 3)(p-/+l)
ψ2p ΛM/(2/2/ + 3)(2fc2/+3)(2/ + 2fe4r + 2/ + 3) l '

or

\ 7'ΛΓΓΪΓP ] (8b)
They find the central terms to be simple monomials in m; that is, of the form

and determine

It is remarkable that the properties of these functions are sufficient to
guarantee the automatic termination of the right-hand side of (5), without any
particular assumptions about the representation of V^. A similar formal solution
holds with φfp = ί, Njip(m,ή) unchanged.

Let us call the case just described: Case (1).
We find also two further solutions, with φjk

p = 1 in both cases, no automatic
termination and no central charge. Our reason for quoting them at all is that we
shall require them to illustrate renormalisation isomorphisms of the algebra (5)
and demonstrate a non-trivial alternative solution.

They are as follows:
- C a s e (2);

-and Case ,3); 0 + 1 -

(j-2p+x)(j-2p-
X

(/-2p)ϋ

(12)
(fc-2p)ϋ

While Cases 2 and 3 do not implement automatic termination, there is a
subalgebra of Case 3 consisting of the generators indexed by j even which
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contrives to do it with φfp=l and with a central charge

δU0δh0δm+ni0(cm3 + c'm). (13)

The coefficients Nj^{my ή) can be expressed in terms of Moyal brackets for Case 1
by the substitutions

(14)

and for Case 2 by the substitutions

f(x, y) = iλ Qxp(mx)yj+1, g(x, y) = iλ exp(nx)/+ ι

q2=-λ2. ( }

The differential operator realisation for the Vl constructed from this /(x, y) via (3)
implement the termination in this case. Since there is no central term here, it is
possible that all representations are equivalent to this one in Case 2. The Moyal
bracket form for case 3 is given by the substitution:

f(x,y) = iλ exp(mxy2), Fo {l + \, (j

g(x, y) = iλ exp(nx/'2), Fo ^ + 1 ( j

possible that all representations are equivalent to this one in Case 2. We have not
succeeded in expressing Case 3 in Moyal form.

The subalgebra of Case 3 discussed above is so important, we rewrite it by
renaming the variables UJ

m=V2j/2, ρ = 2q, j^O and call it U^,

j + k

Σ e2p^(m,n)Ui\k

n-" + δJ oδk'oδm+ntO(cm3 + c'm), (16)

where p==0

- »-,)! - ( Π )

The contribution c'm to the central term may be renormalised away by redefinition
fo UQ. The coefficients in the above expression possess the remarkable property
that they vanish when j ^ 0 and k ̂  0 for all p ̂  max(/, k\ hence making the upper
index 7 + k—p in (16) always positive. This is the property which causes automatic
termination of the right-hand side of (12) for any given value of j , fc^O and makes
(16) an acceptable alternative deformation of the Bakas algebra w^ to one
constructed by Pope et al. [9,10]. The algebra represented by (16) is obviously a
subalgebra of algebra of Case 3 (12).

We thus have two possible non-trivial deformations of w^; one with a non-
trivial central term appearing in all conformal spins, the other only in the Virasoro
subalgebra ; = 0. This remarkable situation calls for further analysis, and we
should like to elucidate several features of the m, n independent factors φ%p which
appear, and analyse to what extent they may be transformed away in Case 1.
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The subject of unitary equivalence of infinite Lie algebras is a difficult but
important question. Consider the basic Moyal bracket (lb). This is an illustrative
example as it is possible to carry out all the calculations analytically in this case,
and exhibit a solution with extra m, n independent factors, and demonstrate that
these factors may be formally transformed away. Were this not so, then, in
consequence of the connection of the Moyal bracket with quantum mechanics
[4,11], an extension of the latter theory would become viable. The validity of the
following more general algebra is easy to demonstrate:

[K'hm,K'Kn-\ = jsinλ(mk-nj)eχP

q{m^ζλ K'j+k,m+n. (18)

Here q is an arbitrary parameter. The reason this works is that the factor

(mk-nj)2 _m2 n2 (m+n)2

jk(j + k) j k j + k x

Hence the extra factor can be formally normalised away, by redefinition of K'jm

= exp— : —K j m . We caution that this is formal as the renormalisation factor

contains an essential singularity aty = 0, an admissible value of the index), unless
we restrict to the positive subalgebra j , k>0. On the other hand, by restricting the
indices to z>0, j >0, writing the sine in exponentials, and recognising the form of
the generating function for Hermite polynomials, it is possible to expand the above
expression and identify the term in λ2p+1,

2p+l

(20)

as the product of the Moyal (sine) bracket function
( p )

multiplied by a factor which depends on j and k only and which plays the role of φ
in this case. The factor itself is the product of a coefficient by a Hermite polynomial,
i.e. a hypergeometric function [see (24) below]. It can be seen that upon
multiplication the square roots disappear in these φ\

One might wonder whether something similar could happen in Case 1. Let us
consider the effect of a redefinition of the V^ of the form

K?= Σ Xir,j,m)VJr2r (21)
r = 0

and ask whether a renormalisation of this type is possible which will mimic the
effect of the factors φξp. We are here assuming that the operators Vl satisfy the
algebra of Case 1

[*&*?]= Σ N*s{m>n)ViXk

n-
2\ (22)

0

where the structure constants are given by Eq. (10). We find
2rfr

(23)
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where 5, / are parameters of the solution. Then the generators V^ satisfy the
algebra (6) with φ given by

Γ -ss+l-p-i-p Ί
( 2 4 )

The central terms in the renormalised algebra are of the form

a2jcm2j+3

^V w (25)

The renormalised algebra is that of Pope et al. when s=\. In this case the
purpose of the 0's as explained in [8-10] is to provide additional zeros to those
furnished by the iV's to cause the algebra (6) to terminate for given i, j without
additional assumptions, or special choice of representation, as for example in the
representations by differential operators. In a subsequent article [13], Pope et al.
find a second solution with the property of termination, which they call W1 + O0,
corresponding to the above when s = 0. (Note that we define s differently.) This
solution has slightly different central terms from (9). Recently Bakas and Kiritsis
[14] have claimed a realisation of W^ in terms of a complex free bosonic field
which reproduces the central terms (9) with c = 2.

Let us rephrase what we have done. It is easily seen that the transformation (21)
is represented by an infinite upper triangular matrix with diagonal element
χ(0, j , m) = 1. This matrix is obviously invertible. Hence the algebras represented by
Vl and Vήj are formally equivalent when the indices run on all values of j , negative as
well as positive.

If the indices j in Vjj are restricted to positive values only, this defines a
subalgebra of the Vj* for all values of j . Hence, formally at least, the algebra found
by Pope et al. with the φ's is a subalgebra of the algebra of Case ί without the φ's.
These formal renormalisation effects or formally invertible equivalences are, we
feel, important steps in the understanding of the relations between these infinite
algebras.

Hence this formally resembles what we have obtained for Case 3. A terminat-
ing algebra is a subalgebra of a non-terminating one.

We now turn to the question of the associative product implied by these
algebras, which Pope et al., in recognition of their affiliation, designate by the
"Lone Star Product." It is given by

V^Kk= Σ (f^{m,n)VlXk

n-\ (26)
s= - 1

where the coefficients gj

s

k(m, n) (gjί x = 1) are simply obtained by analytic continu-
ation of the coefficients defined in Cases 1,2, and 3. The associativity requirement
is simply

(V£*V*)*V}=Vjί*(V;*V$. (27)

The antisymmetric part of this gives the Lie algebra W^; the symmetric part gives
its supersymmetric extension. The corresponding associative product for the
Moyal bracket has long been recognised [11,12], and leads to the introduction of
the exponential bracket, whose imaginary part is the sine, or Moyal bracket, as the
more fundamental construct. Our algebra U^ does not apparently admit an
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associative product, because it is not possible to restrict the indices in the
associative product for Case 3 to even values alone.
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